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Reading the New Testament
A Laidlaw at Large Course at Your Local Church

Who is Jesus? What would it have been like to walk the same roads as and with him? Why are there four 
Gospels? What made the church grow so powerfully? How should I read the letters of the New Testament? 
How do I make sense of Revelation? These questions and more will be discussed in New Testament 
Introduction during the first half of 2022. Come and join other pilgrims as we dig deeper into the stories that 
have changed the world and grow as a disciple of Jesus.

This is much the same course as Introduction to the New Testament which we did in 2020. If people 
completed that course, they are still welcome to audit the paper. If people were unable to finish that 
course due to Covid, this is another opportunity to take the whole course.

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Reading the New Testament takes us back into the world of first-century Galilee, Judea, and Samaria and the 
wider Roman Empire. We get a feel for what it was like to live there and how it contrasts with our own world. 
We journey through the New Testament. We discuss the four biographical histories of Jesus, their common 
threads, their distinctives, and we get a deeper sense of who Jesus is. We dig into with the central idea of the 
Kingdom of God and God’s Son and Spirit establishing his reign in a world of colliding empires. We grapple 
with the way the church  so dramatically expanded and gain rich insights into how the gospel might spread 
again here and through the world. We get to know Paul, God’s apostle to spread the gospel to the world. We 
learn how to make sense of the letters. We consider how to read Revelation. All this is done with a confidence 
in the Scripture and gospel so that we may be more dedicated and effective disciples through whom God’s 
reign can extend deeper and deeper into this nation and beyond. 

LECTURER
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Mark came to Christ in his teens, and with a fresh and dramatic conversion 
experience, became a committed disciple in his mid-twenties. Since then 
he has worked as an evangelist, pastor, and teacher of the Scriptures. 
Along the way he has studied at Laidlaw and completed a ThD in Paul’s 
mission. He has published a number of books on such things as the 
gospel for unbelievers, Paul’s evangelistic approach, Jesus set against the 
backdrop of empires, and an introduction to the NT which is currently 
in production. He has been teaching NT and this particular course for 
fifteen years and his enthusiasm for the course and Bible grows stronger 
every day. He is an ordained Presbyterian minister currently attending 
Glenfield Presbyterian where his wife Emma is senior minister. He has 
three lovely daughters. Mark is an avid sports nut, a cyclist, and leads 
ride classes at his local gym. With his enthusiastic personality, he brings 
all this to the classroom, and it is fair to say, his classes are never dull!



Laidlaw at Large
Laidlaw Courses in Local Churches – A Videoconferencing Option

HOW IT WORKS

It is an interactive videoconference, including your church site, the Henderson and Manukau campuses of 
Laidlaw, and 5-6 other church sites. You come to your local church each Tuesday, sit around discussion tables 
with 6-15 others, and watch a screen or large TV that will show the lecturer and their display. You’ll also 
be able to see the other classes at their various locations. You control what you see and what the lecturer 
hears. Sometimes the lecturer will be talking, sometimes they will get you to discuss things in your local small 
groups, sometimes they will have a big discussion with all the sites simultaneously. The experience is very 
close to having the lecturer in the room with you.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Details
Lectures will happen every Tuesday, 6:30-9:30pm, from 2 March to 21 June 2022. The first lecture will be 
shorter and introductory, and there will not be lectures during school holidays. If you are doing the course 
for credit, you should expect to spend another 7 hours each week reading and doing assignments. If you are 
doing the course just for interest, then we recommend spending another hour a week doing assigned reading.

Costs
There are two options.
 • For credit (includes assignments): $856.50
 • Just for interest: $266.75
While we recommend the credit option (as you learn best by applying your knowledge), we recognise that 
not everyone has time to be able to do this. Note that the credit option can also count towards a diploma or 
bachelor’s degree.

NEXT STEPS

Questions 
If you have questions, first talk to the relevant people at your church. For anything they cannot answer, feel 
free to contact Graeme Flett at Laidlaw (freephone 0800 999 777).

Interested
If you are interested, first give your details to the relevant people at your church. They will then give you 
instructions about how to sign up at https://www.laidlaw.ac.nz/apply/.
The final date for applications is 21 January 2022 for credit, but if possible, we need to know well before then 
to properly set up your church as a remote lecture site. The sooner you can enrol the better. You don’t need 
to pay until a few weeks before the course starts.
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